Towards:

“The Butterflies and Moths
of Leicestershire &
Rutland”

“It seems remarkable that despite
considerable activity, there is still no detailed
study of the Lepidoptera generally available
in the county”
(Tony Fletcher in “Exchanging Ideas Dispassionately and Without
Animosity: The Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society 1835-2010”)

Yet, in other areas, one, two, three or four publications have
been produced over the years

• Deciding the cut-off point for
records is always difficult, but
this is especially the case with
moth populations changing so
dynamically.

• One might think there are more
than enough records in the
VC55 database:
• I have therefore decided that
the cut-off (last year) for records
will be 2019, with a view to
publishing in (or as soon as
possible after) 2020.

Records
Butterflies

129,257

Macromoths

537,766

Micromoths

152,674

Total

819,697

With the addition of
historical and 2018 -2019
records, this should take
the total to approx. one
million records!

Should it be:
• ‘The Larger Moths of Leicestershire & Rutland’?
But it seems illogical to exclude micromoths

• ‘The Moths of Leicestershire & Rutland’?
And then one might as well include butterflies too

• ‘The Butterflies and Moths of Leicestershire & Rutland’?
So this will be the scope of the book
•
•
•

One Volume?
Two Volumes?
Three Volumes?!

Many county moth faunas have been produced in recent years.
This is a typical example:

The cost of full colour printing has reduced and at £16, this is a
very affordable book:

This is a larger format book, running to 542 pages. Our book is
likely to be an equally weighty tome!

• I had originally envisaged that the book
would build upon the Lepidoptera
accounts published in the Victoria County
Histories (1907 and 1908), but having
undertaken a lot of historical research
recently, I have found these to contain
errors and many important omissions.
• Therefore, “The Butterflies and Moths of
Leicestershire and Rutland” will be a full
historical account.

What sort of book will it be?
• High quality – hopefully the best!
• Anything less would not do justice to all of the work
undertaken by Lepidopterists in the past, the vast
amount of the recording work undertaken by recorders
in recent years and the thousands of hours spent
processing records!
• This will be YOUR book and there are many ways in
which you can help:

DRAFT TIMETABLE
Spring 2018

Summer 2018

Annual Recorders Meeting
Covert database to new ABH checklist names & numbers
Talk to publishers & printers
Fieldwork, photography, etc.

Autumn 2018

Record processing: Buckler/Lisney records
Validation of micromoth records
Winter 2018/19 Record processing: 2018 records & other old/historical records
Spring 2019
Summer 2019

Annual Recorders Meeting
Fieldwork, photography, etc.

Autumn/Winter Validation of macromoth & butterfly records
2019
Record processing: 2019 records
Writing species accounts
Spring/Summer Annual Recorders Meeting
2020
Final record processing and validation work (inc. 2019 records)
Produce final distribution maps, phenology charts & other analyses
Writing species accounts
Autumn 2020
Sample pages & cover available for potential sponsors
Seek sponsorship
Winter 2020/21 Pre-publication offer. Printing & publication

Fieldwork/Recording: Only two years left – 2018 and 2019
•
•
•
•

Keep doing what you’ve been doing!
As much recording as possible – or as much as you are able
Garden moth trapping (including some special surveys)
Out of garden recording – there are plenty of underrecorded areas and sites, as the maps below indicate.

The gaps are even
more apparent
with species flying
outside of the
main season

Permits for recording on Trust reserves can be arranged and
moth trapping equipment is available on loan for such work.

Fieldwork/Recording: Only two years left – 2018 and 2019
•

Keep doing what you’ve been doing!

•

As much recording as possible – or as much as you are able

•

Garden moth trapping (including some additional surveys)

•

Out of garden recording
•
Plenty of under-recorded areas and sites
•
Permission for recording on Trust reserves
•
Moth trapping equipment available on loan
•
Daytime recording of moths and butterflies

Fieldwork/Recording: Only two years left – 2018 and 2019
•

Out of garden recording
•
Daytime recording of moths and butterflies

•

Micromoth fieldwork.
E.g. plenty of tips in this
new book:

Moth Recording In VC55
Many strengths, but also some relative weaknesses
• Where are the shortfalls in our knowledge of the moths of VC55?
• Which gaps should we try to address in the next two years?

Difficult to Identify Species
The Scopariinae!
This is a notoriously difficult group to
identify, especially when worn. An
identification guide has been
prepared to help VC55 recorders
identify these moths and improve our
knowledge of the status and
distribution of the less common
species. However, this is perhaps not
a group for those new to (micro)moth
recording!

Copies were given out at the meeting
and will be available to download –
but for VC55 recorders only!

Difficult to Identify Species
The Pugs!
Whilst a number of specialist pug
identification guides have been produced in
the past, they were all let down by poor
illustrations.
One of the better guides was an online
publication: The Pug Moths of Lancashire
and Cumbria.

But this has now been updated and
improved and recently published in book
form (right). This book contains excellent
photographs and is now probably best
specialist identification guide to the British
Pugs.

Difficult to Identify Species
‘Critical Species’
(species requiring dissection)
2017 records of three such species show how we receive
far more records of aggregate (i.e. un-dissected) species
than of confirmed (dissected) species:
Agg. records

Species records
(dissected)

Marbled Minor

448

2

Common Rustic

532

1

Oegoconia quadripuncta

58

3

This is reflected in distribution maps and shows that whilst we might
know a lot about the aggregates, we know far less about the actual
species:

Marbled Minor agg.

Tawny Marbled Minor

2018-19 Special Survey of Critical and Difficult Species
• Participation is voluntary, though the more that
participate, the better.
• The aim to improve our knowledge of the distribution
of these species.
• Small samples collected from a range of sites/tetrads
where there are no dissection-based records
• Specimens will be identified/dissected and recorder
informed of id

• But we can’t guarantee to identify every specimen!

2018-19 Special Survey of Critical and Difficult Species
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minors
Common/Lesser Common Rustic
Uncommon Pugs
Oegoconia quadripuncta agg.
Acleris laterana/comariana
Acleris ferrugana/notana
Coleophoridae
Cnephasia ssp.

• Also: micromoths from sites/recorders where not being
recorded or where assistance is required with not so
straightforward species.

Guidance and instructions will be emailed out ASAP and survey
packs of containers will be provided (N.B. Some were given out
at meeting, though demand outstripped supply!

VC55 ‘Form’ Survey 2018-2019
•

This is a very simple survey
that all garden moth trappers
can assist with.

•

Whilst some recorders have
provided this information
with their records in the past,
that information is difficult to
analyse. It will therefore be
useful if we could collect this
data across the whole county
in 2018 and 2019.

•

The form will be made
available for use or as a
reminder, but is not essential;
recorders can simply send me
the annual counts at the end
of the year, e.g. “Riband Wave:
7 banded and 31 un-banded”

Other ways you can help:
• Photographs (if you are
a moth photographer)

The aim is to include a top quality photograph of every
species of macromoth, and as many micromoth species
as possible, currently present in VC55.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Moth must have been caught in VC55
Moth should be in excellent/pristine condition
It should be photographed on a natural background
Photographs “in the field” are often superior
Moth must look alive!
Photograph must be pin-sharp and properly exposed
Etc.
If you’re not a photographer, you may be able to help by
retaining elusive species for photography.
A “wants list” will be emailed out in due course, but
generally speaking there are fewer photographs of dulllooking common species and small & “flighty” species.

Other ways you can help:
•
•
•
•

Submitting your “old” records
Record transcription
Being patient with queries and requests
for information!
Other? …..please let me know

Communications
Emails
I will probably be sending out more emails than usual in this important two year period
and recorders shouldn’t hesitate to contact me by email for information and advice.

Yahoo & Facebook Groups
The old VC55 Yahoo Group was cumbersome and little-used in
recent years. I have therefore decided to close it down.
On the other hand the Facebook Group (right) has proved
popular and lively. It is extremely easy to use for identification
queries, for both recorders and identifiers alike. N.B. It is
possible to simply sign-up for Facebook without all of the
social networking bells & whistles that you either love or hate!

VC55 Download Site – New!
At some stage in the future (most likely after the book has been published) it would be good
to have a VC55 Moth website. In the meantime, I have set-up a Download Site, where
important documents and useful information can be downloaded. However, this site is for
VC55 recorders only, so please don’t publicise the URL any more widely than that. The URL
will be emailed out to VC55 recorders.

